
Integrative Holistic Posology

Guiding Principle: What is true for one part of the system is true for other parts of the same 
system. Find the person’s individualistic expression at the whole level.

POTENCY SELECT ION
If the Person’s SPONTANEOUS*** level of experience of his symptoms is…

HOLISTIC – experienced at every level,
IRRESPECTIVE OF PATHOLOGY

Select 30C-MM potencies according to his level of 
experience:

30C: Fact / name of disease

200C: Emotion / situation / day to day

1M: Delusion / PQRS / individualistic symptoms “As if”

10M: A clear holistic theme / energy pattern runs 
through the mind and body. (Sensation level)

50M: A clear holistic theme / energy pattern / sensation 
runs through mind and body at the NON-VERBAL level.

CM: A clear holistic theme with a single SOURCE 
emerging either verbally or non-verbally.

MM: The person experiences the whole energy of a 
single source pattern and also witnesses his experience 
from a THIRD-PERSON PERSPECTIVE.

LOCAL or one-sided AND…

The Disease is functional & reversible The Disease is irreversible, deep 
& destructiveSelect MT-12C potencies according 

to his level of experience: Select LM potencies according to  
his level of experience:

MT: Name of disease / fact
LM 1 - 3: Name of disease / fact

1 - 3C: Factual Symptom
LM 4 - 6: Emotion / feeling

4 - 6C: Feeling

7 - 9C: Delusion

10 - 12C: Sensation, with energy 
pattern and the source.

LM 7 - 9: Delusion

LM 10 - 12: Energy or Source

3  P R I N C I P L E S
The higher is the level of the person’s level 
of experience*, the higher the potency**  
he needs.

Select a potency to meet the individual’s level 
of experience (i.e. where he is living his life at 
a given moment in time and according to how 
he speaks spontaneously, without guidance, 
till the end of Passive Case Witnessing).

Select a posology group based on whether  
a person’s spontaneous experience is  
general or local.1 2 3

*According to the Sensation 
School, the ascending levels of ex-
perience are: name, fact, delusion, 
sensation and energy. According 
to Hahnemann, symptoms can 
range from common symptoms, 
emotions, PQRS or individualizing 
symptoms to PQRS at the holistic 
level and the vital force.

**Potentization releases the pecu-
liar characteristics of the substance. 
The higher the potency, the more 
peculiar becomes the substance. 
Hence, the higher the level of 
experience/sensation or the more  
peculiar the PQRS, the higher 
should be the potency.

***Spontaneous: how the person 
expresses his state/symptomology 
freely, without being guided by the 
homeopath.
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